In nature, social insects living in dynamic environments must seek for valuable food resources that may disappear. They collaborate by sharing the location of the resources with the colony to reach and retrieve as much food as possible. Similarly, through Data-foraging mobile sensors retrieve samples in environments where the sources location and their relevance change continuously. As social insects, Collaborative Data Foraging (CDF) is intended to share information through the exchanging of messages among multiple sensors. Indeed, an essential task in CDF is to determine from the individual views of sensors, where and when the samples were retrieved. Currently, most of the proposed solutions regarding data retrieval for dynamic environments assume direct communication among the mobile entities or that a shared global view of the environment is available. However, direct communications are difficult to achieve in dynamic environments due to the lack of perdurable transmission links among sensors. In addition, the distributed asynchronous nature of the problem makes unachievable to agree on a shared long-term global view. This paper presents a collaborative data-foraging mechanism based on spatio-temporal indirect communication for multiple mobile sensors. A novel bio-inspired message unit called pheromone is introduced, acting as an intermediary in the collaboration process. The presented solution requires neither coupled enduring transmissions links nor global temporal references to preserve the coherence of the interactions. The pheromone-based solution captures both spatial and temporal references, by establishing fuzzy-causal relations to determine when and where the samples were retrieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
In nature, social insects societies search for valuable food resources in a dynamic environment where food sources location change, this behavior is called foraging. In addition, they collaborate to accomplish complex tasks, that exceed their individual capacities, sharing their findings to the other members of the colony.
Similarly, due to the ubiquitous data retrieval capabilities of the Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSN), some applications have been oriented to search and recover data where its location and relevance changes. In these The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Adnan M. Abu-Mahfouz . cases, the data retrieving must be performed selectively to identify regions where the phenomenon of interest happens and discard those with useless information. Dataforaging (DF) intends to periodically search for valuable data sources, especially in dynamic environments where the location of valuable goods changes over time. In this sense, the data relevance refers to the effect of attenuation of an event depending of where and when it happened [1] .
In order to achieve a collaborative behavior during DF, as that shown by social insects, it is required an exchange of information among multiple mobiles sensors. Additionally, in order to ensure the consistency of data as part of the Collaborative Data-foraging (CDF), it is essential to determine where and when were retrieved the individual samples by the mobile sensors.
Collaborative data-foraging is useful to monitor and survey disaster zones or high risk zones; for example flood monitoring (Fig. 1a) , and forest fire detection (Fig. 1b ). These two examples scenarios have some aspects in common to consider: the dynamic environmental conditions can propitiate a rapid spread of the events, there is non-a-priory knowledge of where and when these events take place, and it is needed to identify critical regions as fast as possible to reduce damage.
Most solutions regarding data retrieval are not suitable for application in data-foraging because they assume some of the following statements: there is a direct communication among the mobiles [2]- [7] , there is a global view of the environment [8] or there is a-priory knowledge of the data sources location [2] , [9] . Unfortunately, on these kind of environments it is difficult to maintain a durable communication among the mobile sensors due to mobility, harsh conditions, and the lack of direct communication links. Also, it is difficult to achieve a global view and to have a-priory knowledge due to the distributed and the dynamic nature of the valuable data sources searching problem.
This work presents a collaborative data-foraging mechanism based on spatio-temporal indirect communication to retrieve useful data in dynamic environments. The proposed data-foraging relies on the execution of three main tasks 1) reconnaissance, 2) identification, and 3) data harvesting. Through reconnaissance, a group of mobile sensors assembles a virtual hexagon-based map that represents a general view of the monitored area (see Figure 1 ). Each mobile element adds a mark, called pheromone, in the virtual map over those regions susceptible to hold valuable data. Subsequently, during the identification task, the mobile sensors perform an over-sample of the regions that were previously marked to discern about which regions effectively hold valuable data. Finally, the sensors perform the data harvesting in such regions identified as valuable data sources. The proposal considers neither enduring transmission links nor global references, thus, data-foraging is carried out by following a stigmergic behavior [10] based on a novel concept of artificial pheromone. This pheromone was modeled as an abstract data type whose operations are intended to establish fuzzy-causal dependencies [11] among exchanged messages. By means of the use of pheromones, mobile sensors are able to preserve the coherence of the interactions by arranging the messages in a relative timeline that captures information about where and when data were retrieved. The feasibility and the performance of the collaborative data-foraging mechanism are shown through two groups of simulations.
This document is structured as follows: section II presents the most relevant related works and a brief discussion. Then, in section III is presented the background regarding causal dependencies and fuzzy causal dependencies. Section IV presents the distributed data-foraging problem. In section V the proposed collaborative data-foraging mechanisms is presented. Then, section VI discuss the experiments and results, finally, in section VII conclusions and future work are presented.
II. RELATED WORK
Data-foraging is a particular case of data retrieving on Mobile Wireless Sensors Networks. In this section, different approaches oriented to data retrieving using multiple mobile nodes are reviewed and categorized mainly on the mobile nodes role: data haulers and data harvesters. A data hauler role is to pick up data from fixed nodes, buffer it and deliver it to another entity. A data harvester role is to directly retrieve data from the environment and eventually transfer it to a sink or a base station.
Additionally, these works are classified according to their network architecture: two-tiered and three-tiered, see Fig. 2 . In a two-tiered architecture, a set of mobile nodes constructs an overlay network, carrying data, and establishing connectivity among fixed nodes (Fig. 3a ). The sensors, in a three-tiered architecture, pass the retrieved data to the mobile nodes which forward it to the access points where data is uploaded to a centralized server, Fig. 3b .
A. DATA HAULERS
Data hauler based works perform their collection tasks in a two-tiered or three-tiered architecture network approaches. In both cases, the first layer of the architecture is composed of fixed sensors spread over a large sampling area.
1) TWO-TIERED ARCHITECTURE
In this approach a direct communication among data haulers cannot always be achieved, therefore the second layer is conformed by a set of data haulers that visits the fixed sensors and collect data directly from them through a single-hop transmissions.
Data-MULE [2] , [12] and message ferry [13] are data haulers which deliver the collected packet to the encounter access points as result of a random motion or predefined trajectories, respectively. In these schemes the sensors have to wait until a data-hauler enters in their communication range to exchange a packet. In both cases, the messages may experience long latencies to be delivered by the mobile nodes to their final destination.
In order to mitigate this phenomenon, the Adaptive On-the-Fly Decision Maker [9] adapts the trajectory of the ferries according to the information stored by the sensors employing stigmergic based communication. Sensors are used as relays for indirect signaling of control information among ferries. This way, each sensor keeps the last visit history of a ferry. All ferries can update the nodes' history information to avoid travel to a sensor that has been visited recently.
2) THREE-TIERED ARCHITECTURE
The data haulers of this approach belong to the middle layer of the architecture providing connectivity among sensors. The top layer is comprised by sinks that gather the collected data by haulers.
The proposal of Van Le et al. [14] considers static sensors and two types of Mobile Collectors and Mobile Relays. The sensors conform one hop clusters, each cluster has an Mobile Collector dedicated to collect data from it. Finally, Mobile Relays visit each meeting point to received data from different Mobile Collectors, then it returns to the sink. In this solution, both Mobile Collectors and Mobile Relays perform their tasks in a periodically scheduled way.
B. DATA HARVESTERS
Unlike previous approaches, there are works that take advantage of sensors mobility to retrieve data directly of the environment. According to our analysis, data harvesters perform its retrieval task in a three-tiered architecture. Some of them are described as follows:
At the bottom layer of the three-tiered architecture, the goal is to retrieve data from the environment. The middle layer is composed of data haulers that opportunistically exchange information to forward it to the sink. The upper layer is a set of interconnected sinks.
Lee et al. [4] presents a data harvesting algorithm for urban monitoring. They designed agents, called MobEyes, capable of moving towards information patches where metadata concentration is higher. Depending on the mobility of MobEyes, they harvest metadata from vehicles or regular nodes that are within the communication range. In this way, packets are opportunistically diffused into the network.
To monitoring a continuously changing environment, Stranders et al. [5] proposed a near-optimal multi-agent algorithm for continuously patrolling. Agents periodically measure the spatial and temporal properties of the phenomena. The authors assumed that agents are always within the communication range of each other. In case of non-enduring communication, agents exchange information with others using a multi-hop wireless communication network.
A multi-UAV solution for surveillance is presented by Qu et al. [3] which enhance the information retrieval process. They take inspiration from the communication among ants through a pheromone trail. The trail is used to guide the flight direction of the UAVs to the pheromone saturated regions. The pheromones are released by an environment region and propagated to the neighborhood regions continuously until the considered essential disappears information.
C. DISCUSSION
Many works to retrieve data have been proposed in Mobile Wireless Sensors Networks. In an environment where the relevance of the data can change or disappear, data retrieval must be performed in selectively in order to identify regions where the phenomenon of interest occurs.
Most of the presented works take advantage of a-priori knowledge of sensors' location making them difficult to adapt to environments with dynamic conditions. In these approaches, mobile nodes act as mechanical carriers of data, which pull data from sensors and carry it to the sink regardless its relevance. Other works consider data generation rates to establish a scheduled visit to the sensors. However, if the energy of the sensor is depleted then their assigned area is no longer covered. Moreover, even some works consider multiple mobile nodes to gather data from the sampling area [3] , [14] , a collaborative performance is not achieved since mobile nodes do not exchange useful information about data sources.
Additionally, some works consider endurable transmission links among entities or consider a global view of the environment to share information [5] . Nonetheless, keeping communication links in a harsh and dynamic environment is difficult.
III. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
This section presents the definitions used through the document.
A. CAUSAL DEPENDENCIES
The causal ordering proposed by Lamport [15] in the model of logical time establishes a precedence relation between two events.
Definition 1: The happened-before relation (HBR), denoted by ''→'', is the smallest relation on a set of events E satisfying the following three conditions: 1) If a and b are events in the same process, and a comes before b, then ''a → b''. 2) If a is the sending of a message by one process and b is the receipt of the same message by another process, then ''a → b''.
Besides, Lamport defines that a pair of events is concurrently related ''a b'' as follows:
Definition 2: Two distinct events a and b are said to be concurrent if ''a b'' and '' b a''. The Immediate Dependency Relation (IDR) [16] identifies the smallest set of causally related pair of events.
Definition 3: The Immediate Dependency Relation (IDR), denoted by ''↓'', is the transitive reduction of the HBR, where two events a, b ∈ E have an immediate dependency relation if:
The causal distance [17] identifies the number of causal messages that exist in a linearization between a pair of messages in the system. Formally it is defined as follows:
Definition 4: Let E = {e 0 , e 1 , ..., e n−1 , e n } be an ordered set of events, the causal distance is the number of events involved in the linearization of any pair of events (e i , e i+m ) ∈ E , such that e i ↓ e i+1 ↓, ..., ↓ e i+n .
cd(e i , e i+m ) = m B. FUZZY-CAUSAL DEPENDENCIES Although the causal dependencies can be used to order events without global references, it does not give information about the time that has elapsed between a pair of events. Through fuzzy-causal relation (FCR) [11] a degree of closeness among events can be inferred, considering the information about the spatial and logical/temporal distance of the events' sources. To achieve this, three linguistic variables are defined:
• Causal distance whose universe of discourse is the logical/temporal domain;
• Physical distance whose universe of discourse is the spatial domain;
• Fuzzy-causal closeness (FCC) whose universe of discourse is the degree of closeness among events considering both logical/temporal and spatial domains.
The Fuzzy-Causal Relation (FCR), denoted by λ − →, is formally defined as follows:
Definition 5: The FCR over a set of events must satisfy:
• FCC is the degree of fuzzy-causal closeness between a and b
• ϕ is the maximum value of the membership function of FCC. This is an application dependent value.
IV. DISTRIBUTED DATA-FORAGING PROBLEM
In this section we describe the model system and its components. Then, we present a detailed model of the sampling area. Finally, we define the distributed data-foraging problem.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
The MWSN is modeled as a distributed system mainly specified by processes and events. 1) Processes. The entities associated with the system are represented as processes. Each process communicates with another process by message passing, sending one message at a time. a) Base station (BS): a fixed node placed at the center of the sensing area. It is assumed that the BS has enough storage and computational resources. b) Mobile data foragers (MDFs): sensors with mobility capabilities. They lack of direct communication among themselves thus their message exchanging is done via the BS. MDFs have limited energy and computational resources. The set MDF = {mdf 1 , mdf 2 , . . . , mdf v } is a collection of MDFs. 2) Messages. Each exchanged message m, in the system, is a tuple (smdf , payload) where smdf is the identifier of the process that originally generates the message and payload is a composite data structure. 3) Events. An event represents an instant execution performed by a process. We consider two types of events: a) a send event, that refers to the emission of a message executed by a process, b) a receive event, that refers to the reception of a message in a process. 4) Operational Area (OA), also called sensing area, refers to a bounded surface where MDFs retrieve environmental data. In an OA only some regions provide relevant information.
B. MODELING THE OPERATIONAL AREA
The OA is modeled as a finite geometrical hextille with a degree h, where each hexagon represents a bounded region r. The diameter of this region may scale from few meters to kilometers. The same region may be modeled using an OA 3 or an OA 5 based on the granularity of resolution required for an application. An OA is represented by a set OA = {r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r u }. The central hexagon of the hextille represented by r 0 is reserved to host the BS as shown in Fig. 4 .
1) SUB-OPERATIONAL AREA
In order to reduce the time to traverse the sampling area, an OA is divided into equivalent and symmetric parts called Sub-Operational Areas, where S oa ⊂ OA. The number of regions for all Sub-Operational Areas is the same, it is computed as indicated by (1).
The regions within each S oa are chosen based on the following rules:
1) The adjoining regions to r 0 are used as the axis of reference to divide OA into six equivalent and symmetric parts as shown in Fig. 5 . 2) From an axis of reference, the MDF choose whether the S oa to visit is built in dextrorotation (clockwise) ( Fig. 6a ) or levorotation (counterclockwise) ( Fig. 6b ) way. This results in 12 S oa to visit by the MDFs, represented as SOA = {S oa 1 , S oa 2 , · · · , S oa 12 }. Each S oa can be modeled as an undirected graph where each node has a maximum of six neighbors, see Fig. 7 . Graph's nodes are related by edges if the regions share a vertex in the hextille representation.
C. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Distributed Data-Foraging is a cyclical process composed by three main tasks: reconnaissance, identification of interest regions and data-harvesting; all of them executed by a set of MDFs {mdf 1 , mdf 2 , . . . mdf v } within a given OA. These tasks must be completed within a certain time, accomplishing the temporal data constraints. Each task is described below:
• Reconnaissance. The objective of reconnaissance is visiting, at least once, each r ∈ OA in search of possible profitable data sources. The collected data type depends of the requirements of the application. For example, to flood monitoring the samples are aerial images of the environment; in fire forest detection are necessary thermal images as well as records of temperature, pressure and humidity. Due to their limited energy and computational resources, MDFs visit a limited number of regions in each trip before returning to the BS to recharge energy. Therefore, more than one trip is necessary to visit the whole OA. Each r becomes an inspection region r insp if relevant information is found in it. The set of inspection regions is represented by R insp ⊆ OA. The worth of the found information depends on the target application. 
V. COLLABORATIVE DATA-FORAGING MECHANISM
In this section we present our proposed collaborative data-foraging mechanism inspired in social insect's behavior. Our proposed mechanism accomplish each task of Distributed Data-Foraging. The mechanism is composed by different algorithms that integrate an indirect communication protocol to achieve a collaborative performance of the involved entities. The mobile entities that execute those activities are the MDFs.
A. INDIRECT SPATIO-TEMPORAL COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
Due to the difficulty to maintain enduring transmission links permanently in environments with dynamic features, we propose a communication protocol inspired on the biological principle of stigmergy through secretion of pheromones. Artificial pheromones act as an indirect communication media to share information viewed by MDFs.
In order to determine, in a distributed fashion, the spatiotemporal context of the retrieved data without requiring global references, such as perfectly synchronized clocks, the pheromone-based communication is performed through causal and fuzzy causal protocols.
1) ARTIFICIAL PHEROMONE
An artificial pheromone is used as mechanism to exchange a message among MDFs and the BS.
Definition 6: Formally, an artificial pheromone is defined as the tuple:
where • r u is the identifier of a region in which the pheromone was secreted.
• mdf v is the identifier of the mdf v that deposited the pheromone.
• ts is a timestamp that denotes the number of regions visited before the mdf v reaches the region r u .
• V trail b is the set of regions from the BS to r u .
• V trail f is the set of regions from r u to BS. The union of V trail b and V trail f is the round trip of mdf v .
2) SECRETION OF PHEROMONES
When an MDF finds a possible data source in a region, a pheromone f is released. The pheromone f represents a sample collected in a region and contains information viewed by the mdf v . As distributed entities, each MDF has its own timeline at which an event is observable.
A timeline establishes time windows to define a time slot. In our case, a time slot is determined by the transition from a region r u to any adjacent region r u by the mdf v , this is called a step. The total number of steps that an MDF takes to traverse an S oa is given by ( 
where h is the degree of the OA, as presented in Section IV-B. At the end of a trip, the collected information by mdf v is shared with the others MDFs via the BS.
Global logical-temporal alignment. The BS has its own timeline, called global timeline, which establishes time windows of a step size to define a time slot. Therefore, when an MDF arrives at the BS, its recorded pheromones are aligned to the global timeline. For that reason, it is necessary to determine when the pheromone was released from the global timeline perspective.
For that, it is necessary to determine the number of steps from the pheromone released to the end of a trip, which is calculated by:
where rf ts is the releasing-pheromone event and rbs tz is the reaching-the-BS event (traversing an S oa in a tz steps). The Causal Distance cd represents the causal history of a pheromone, it means, the number of visited regions before returning to the BS. With cd, the timestamp at which a pheromone was secreted according to the global timeline is estimated as indicated by (4) where at mdf v is the arrival step according to the BS. Fig. 8 depicts three different trips that could be performed by different MDFs or by the same. The MDFs departure from the BS located in r 0 and start their trips in a different step of the global timeline (steps 2, 5, and 7 respectively). For this example, each trip has a duration of 8 steps. The yellow shapes represent a pheromone secreted in r 13 and r 24 during these trips. And the blue shapes, located in r 0 , with rbs tz events represent the arrival step to BS of the MDFs. The pheromone in r 24 was released in step 3 of the MDF local view. However, the MDF arrives at BS in step 10 of the global timeline at mdf . With this information, cd(rf ts , rbs tz ) = 8 -3 and tsg f (r 24 ,mdfv) = 10 − 5 = 5, the mapping is carried out. Through this logical-temporal alignment, it is possible to determine which pheromones are secreted before than others. The logical-temporal alignment also allows establishing the pheromones decaying, which is formally depicted in en next sections.
3) OLDNESS OF PHEROMONES
The freshness of the samples took by the MDFs decrease as time elapses, it means that pheromones age. Thus, to determine how ancient a pheromone is, it is necessary to consider a reference. In this approach, the reference is the arrival of the MDF that traverse the last assigned S oa .
Final arrival time of the MDFs. Considering that a time slot is the transition from one region to another, then the number of required steps by an MDF to traverse an S oa is estimated by (2) . Given that MDFs leave the BS sequentially, then the required number of steps to traverse the set of subareas SOA is related with the number of MDFs into the system, that is, |MDF|; where || represents the cardinality of a set. Therefore, we observe three cases for the final arrival time at final : • Case 1: If |SOA| mod |MDF| = 0 and |MDF| ≤ |SOA| then each mdf ∈ MDF performs the same number of trips.
• Case 2: If |SOA| mod |MDF| = 0 then some MDFs performs more trips than others.
• Case 3: There are too many MDFs (|MDF| > |SOA|) and not all of them leave the BS.
We take at final as reference and timestamp the pheromones according to the global time tsg f (u,v) . The oldness of each secreted pheromone is computed as follows:
4) INTENSITY
In a similar way as the ant's trails are reinforced when foragers deposit additional pheromones, for data foraging, the relevance of the ROIs is reinforced through oversampling. For example, in flood monitoring is necessary to periodically monitor the changes in water levels.
To promote the oversampling of ROIs, the OA was divided into subareas which are traversed in dextrorotation (clockwise) and levorotation (counterclockwise). In this way more than one pheromone can be secreted on each ROI. Hence, the intensity of an artificial pheromones trail is determined by relating the oldness of each pheromone and the number of pheromones in a determined region:
''how old and how dense is a trail implies how intense it is''
Based on the Fuzzy-Causal Relation (FCR) presented in [11] , the intensity of a trail is estimated through a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
Fuzzification. Considering that the intensity of the pheromones deposited in a region represents a degree of freshness of the samples, we define the following linguistic variables:
• Accumulated Oldness (AcO), whose universe of discourse is the average of the oldness of the pheromones secreted in a region.
• Amount of pheromones (AP), whose universe of discourse is the amount of secreted pheromones in a region.
• Intensity per region (IPR), whose universe of discourse is the intensity of the trail of pheromones in a region. The inputs and outputs are fuzzified using a triangular function fuzzifier and related to linguistic terms as follows:
• AcO: VR related to VeryRecent, R related to Recent, MR related to Medium Recent, A related to Ancient, VA related to VeryAncient, see Fig. 9 . Fig. 11 . Fuzzy inference. The fuzzified inputs and outputs are related through a Mamdani-type FIS [18] to determine the degree of the intensity in a region. This Mamdani-type FIS consists of 25 IF-THEN rules as shown in Table 1 . These IF-THEN rules consider only the regions where the pheromones were deposited, thus regions without pheromones are not evaluated.
Rules are arranged in 4 groups that relate the number of pheromones in a region (from VeryFew to Several) with the aged of the event occurred (from VeryRecent to VeryAncent). The first group (rules 1-5) relates lower values of the secreted pheromones in a region (VeryFew) with the aged of the event occurred, it means their causal dependencies (from VeryRecent to VeryAncent). In this way, it prevents that regions with low values in amount of pheromones are discarded if their causal dependencies are very close (VeryRecent). In this case, the output value is a Medium intensity. Other case is considered also, if in the region no more pheromones have been deposited and their causal dependence is very far (VeryAncent) then the value of the intensity of the trail will be VeryWeak. Fig. 12 depicts an example of the described in this group.
The second group (rules 21-25), as opposed to the first, relates the regions with the highest values in the number of pheromones (Several). Despite the high redundancy of information, the intensity of the trace will be affected if its causal dependence is very far (VeryAncent), having a Medium output value. On the other hand, if the number of pheromones is the highest values Several and their causal relationships are very close (VeryRecent), the intensity of the trace will be VeryStrong. The third group (rules 11-20) is the majority group of rules and considers the intermediate cases of pheromones released in a region (Enough and Medium). Depending on whether the causal dependence is very far (VeryAncent) or very close (VeryRecent), the highest values of intensity output of the trail in the region will be Weak or Several respectively. Finally, rules 6-10 evaluate regions with low values of pheromones (Few), and depending on how near or far their causal dependence is, the output values are closer to Weak trail.
B. COLLABORATIVE DATA-FORAGING MECHANISM SPECIFICATION
This section presents the mechanism to search and retrieve profitable data sources from dynamic environments with a collaborative approach. The mechanism is composed by three main tasks: reconnaissance, identification of regions of interest and data harvesting; and implements the indirect spatio-temporal communication protocol presented in section V-A.
Both the mechanism and the protocol are oriented to perform data retrieval in dynamic environments such as the examples in Fig. 1 which are related with flood monitoring and fire forest detection. These environments are characterized by conditions that can propitiate the triggering or depletion of the events. Due to the dynamic nature of the problem, there is no a-priory knowledge about neither where and when these events take place nor their remaining time life. Next, each task of the mechanism is described.
1) RECONNAISSANCE
Reconnaissance is the first task of data-foraging cycle. At the beginning, there is no information about data source's locations. Therefore, Mobile Data Foragers (MDFs) must visit each region of an operational area (OA) to find data source's locations. Moreover, in flood scenarios such as flood monitoring or forest fire detection. The following considerations are taken into account before MDFs begin this task:
where h is the degree of the OA.
• The detection range of the sensors of an MDF represents a region r u of the OA h .
• Randomly, an MDF chooses a sub-operational area of the set {S oa 1 , S oa 2 , . . . , S oa 12 }.
• To avoid collisions, MDFs leave the base station sequentially (one-by-one).
• The time of each trip of reconnaissance of an S oa is finite. This time equals to the sum of |S oa | and input and output steps to the base station.
• An MDF only moves to neighbouring regions, where neighbouring regions are represent by r u .
• Each MDF has its own local logical timeline, each time slot is represented by the moving from one region to another. In addition, a travel heuristic is proposed in order to define the MDFs trajectory to traverse a sub-operational area. This heuristic prioritize the farthest and no visited regions. Each mdf must accomplish the following rules: 1) Given a region r u with a set of neighbours N r u , the region to visit is r u ∈ N r u |maxd(r u , bs). 2) r u has fewer visited neighbours than the other regions in N r u . 3) If there are more than one region satisfying rules 1 and 2 then choose the next one randomly. The MDFs travel sub-operational areas visiting each region within. The MDFs neither have communication with each other nor global knowledge about the environment. Thus, each MDF individually performs this task. An artificial pheromone f (u,v) is released, during a reconnaissance trip, if a region with worthy information is found. Fig. 13 depicts examples of trips in four sub-operational areas.
The collected samples by one MDF are not enough to determine if a region provides a valuable data source. In order to determine the relevance of a region as part of the data foraging task, we take advantage of the redundancy generated by the overlap of the subareas {S oa 1 , . . . , S oa 12 } and the view of the multiples MDFs traversing the environment.
2) IDENTIFICATION OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
Once an MDF does its trips and returns to the base station, it deposits and submits its samples. Any MDF may perform additional trips if required. After finishing the reconnaissance of all sub-operational areas, a set of pheromones F is delivered by the MDFs. When a sample in a region r u has some value of interest, an artificial pheromone is released and r u becomes a region of inspection r insp , as shown in Fig. 14. Each region of inspection belongs to the set R insp ⊆ OA.
Recording of pheromones. Since the regions of inspection were not visited at the same time, an alignment with the global timeline of the base station must be performed (see section V-A.2). From the local view of an MDF, the logical distance between the secretion of the pheromone (ts) and the end of the trip (tz) is calculated. The MDF arrival time to the base station (at mdf ) and the logical distance (cd) allows estimating the global time (tsg f u,v ) at which the pheromone was released. The secreted pheromones are recorded using this global time.
Identification of ROIs. A regions of inspection r inps becomes a region of interest r oi , if the worth of the region is reinforced by the addition of secreted pheromones and by the strength of its trail. As earlier mentioned, since the SOA contains dextrorotation and levorotation generated subareas S oa then each r u has overlap. This allows having redundancy of sampling information from the reconnaissance task.
If the reconnaissance is performed by multiple MDFs then a region r inps may have pheromones secreted at different time slots. Nonetheless, the intensity of the trail per each region with pheromones should be estimated in order to discard the regions r insp / ∈ ROI . The oldness of each pheromone is calculated according to (8) , then their intensity is estimated using the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) presented in section V-A.4. The input variables in the fuzzification process are the Accummulated Oldness (AcO) and the amount of pheromones (AP) in a region. The output variable is the estimated intensity per region (IPR).
Algorithm 1 performs the operations to estimate the IPR. For each linguistic variable, five triangular functions are defined and the Mamdani rules defined in Fig. 9, 10, and 11 are applied. The process to convert a crisp input into a fuzzy value is performed from line 6 to 9. The 25 Mamdani rules described in Table 1 are presented from line 11 to 16. Finally, from line 17 to 21 the defuzzification process to return the fuzzy value in a crisp output is performed.
The regions of inspection r insp with an intensity degree under a given threshold defined by the application are discarded, the remaining regions are those called regions of interest.
3) DATA HARVESTING
The final task of collaborative data-foraging is the retrieving of data from regions of interest. Each region of interest is assigned to an MDF to perform the data-harvesting. The assignment of these regions is based on the intensity value estimated in the identification process. The first regions assigned to the MDF are those with less intensity. That is because the intensity in these regions is close to vanish, thus the associated regions may disappear. For the regions with the least associated intensity value there are no additional reconnaissance trips to ensure they are visited before the intensity of the pheromones disappears. If the number of MDFs is less than the number of regions of interest then the MDFs perform various trips to accomplish the harvesting.
Harvester mobility Once a region of interest has been assigned, data is obtained from it. The trail of pheromones store regions which trace the path to return to the base station from the region of interest. Secreted pheromones by different MDFs could have different trails. We use the trail V trail f to visit the regions of interest before the intensity of the pheromones disappears.
The last task of the collaborative data foraging takes advantage of the view of the MDFs to retrieve data from the regions of interest. Instead of requiring a new mobility heuristic to harvest data, the MDFs select the shorter trail V trail f to return to the base station. If the trail for harvesting is longer than the trail of reconnaissance, that is, |V trail f | > |S oa |+2 2 , then the MDFs take the counterpart trail V trail b .
Data-harvesting is the last task of the proposed mechanism, with this the tasks of the Distributed Data-Foraging problem are tackled.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, two main groups of experiments are presented to prove the feasibility and the performance of the for u ← 1 to u = 5 do Fuzzification process 7: . . .
15:
ipr 24 ← min(AO 4 , AP 5 ) 16 : return IPR 23: end procedure collaborative data-foraging mechanism. In the first group, the performance is measured by considering the required steps to accomplishing reconnaissance and harvesting. In addition, the effectiveness of the mechanism is determined by quantifying the profitable data sources that each MDF is able to retrieve during the identification task.
The second group of experiments demonstrate that the computational cost associated with the collection of aggregated data, done through collaborative data foraging, is comparable with the one required by the collection of raw data done within the data-MULE approach [12] . The proposed mechanism was compared with this approach since it shares features such as the lack of knowledge about the location of the data sources, the use of multiple mobile entities without • Operational Areas were modeled as a set of trajectories, each one defined by an array of coordinates (x, y), where x and y denotes the center of a region. There are twelve trajectories for any size of hextille; an MDF can follow only one of these trajectories,
• Valuable data sources were randomly distributed in the OA. For this scenario 30 % of the regions contain valuable data,
• Since data sources may change or disappear, the environment was set with a randomly assigned time life between 1 and 100 steps,
• MDFs were modeled as a mobile wireless transceiver equipped with an 802.11.x antenna,
• MDFs can only communicate with the base station, • Sets from 1 to 12 MDFs were tested for each experiment.
B. ESTIMATED STEPS FOR RECONNAISSANCE
The objective of this experiment is to measure the total number of steps at which MDFs accomplish the reconnaissance task of each OA. Since MDFs' movement is controlled, then an MDF requires h 2 −h+4 2 steps to traverse a S oa . Fig. 15 presents the number of steps required to traverse an OA as we increase the number of MDFs. Each colored line represents the arrival step number of the last MDF to the base station. When the number of MDFs increases, the number of steps decreases. As from 6 MDFs, the total number of steps does not reduces significantly as we increase the number of MDFs.
C. IDENTIFICATION OF REGIONS OF INTEREST
The objective is to measure the amount of reached regions with possible profitable data sources before they change or disappear. The following experiment considers dynamic conditions. For each OA h we set a number of regions with profitable data sources and tested with different numbers of MDFs.
The results of the experiment are shown in the Fig. 16 . The black lines represent the number of regions of inspection (those reached and considered having profitable data sources). The blue lines indicate regions with 6 data sources in OA 3 , 9 data sources in OA 4 and 15 data sources in OA 5 . As the size of the OA increases more MDFs are needed to attain more ROIs with data sources before disappearing. Table 2 suggests that having at least 3 MDFs ensures reaching the 100 percent of ROIs for an OA 3 . For an OA 4 with 6 MDFs is possible to reach the 100 percent of ROIs. We found that by increasing the number of regions up to an OA 5 may reduce the rate of reached ROIs, achieving up to 99 percent of the ROIs. In the case of an OA 5 , it is noted that the rate of reached ROIs is not significantly improved using more than 9 MDFs.
D. DATA HARVESTING
In this final task of data foraging, the MDFs must retrieve data from data sources in regions identified as ROIs during the previous task. These data sources can disappear at any moment. To test this task, the required steps to accomplish the data-foraging cycle were measure. Fig. 17 shows the average number of steps to accomplish data-foraging, from reconnaissance to harvesting. Based on the results, as the number of MDFs increases the time to accomplish the tasks decreases.
E. RECONNAISSANCE AGAINST DATA-MULES EXPLORATION
The implementation of data-MULE was performed in the discrete simulator OMNET++. The MULES do not have direct communication with each other and can only communicate with the base station when they are in the same region. The MULES departure from the base station at the same time. Due to the randomly movement of the MULES, we used 100 simulations to measure the average time to reach each region in OA h . Fig. 18 shows the average number of steps taken by both solutions to reach each region in a OA 3 (red lines), OA 4 (blue dashed lines) and OA 5 (black dotted lines) at least once.
F. IDENTIFICATION TASK COMPARED TO DATA-MULES
We measured the number of reached regions with profitable data sources using the collaborative data-foraging mechanism and the multiple data-MULEs mechanism. The number of regions with data sources is fixed for each OA h and these regions may disappear at any moment.
In Table 3 , we show a comparison between the number of reached regions with data sources by MDFs and data-MULEs. Based on case with an OA 3 we noticed a similar average number of reached regions between both solutions. Nevertheless, if the OA size increases, the average number of reached regions with data sources by data-MULEs decreases, this is shown in the AVG(r) column in the cases with an OA 4 and an OA 5 .
For the three scenarios (OA 3 , OA 4 and OA 5 ), the MDFs and the MULEs mechanisms present similar solutions when using one single mobile element. When using more than one mobile elements, the MDFs mechanism reaches more regions than the MULEs mechanims. We also noticed that six MDFs is the suitable number of mobile elements to perform the identification task for the stated configuration. Fig. 19 shows the performance of both algorithms. Black dotted lines shows the number of reached regions by both algorithms is similar. Red and blue lines show that if the size of the OA increases then collaborative data-foraging mechanism reaches more regions than the data-MULEs mechanism. In other words, the performance of collaborative data-foraging mechanism is capable of reaching more identified data sources, before those disappear, than data-MULEs.
G. DATA-HARVESTING TASK COMPARED TO DATA-COLLECTION WITH MULES
Finally, we measured the number of steps took for the harvesting task and compared them to data-MULEs. The objective is to test the performance of each algorithm. Both simulations were executed 100 times with different numbers of MDFs in different Operation Areas configurations: OA 3 , OA 4 and OA 5 . The same regions of interest (ROI) were considered for each algorithm. Besides, the data-collection simulation finishes when each ROI is reached at least once. Based on the presented results we state that the increase on the number of MDFs in the system decreases the number of steps required to perform any task of the data foraging problem for any size of the operational area. Besides, it was possible to determine that between four and six MDFs are enough to cover and gather data for the specified configurations for each Operation Areas: OA 3 , OA 4 , and OA 5 . Regarding the reconnaissance task, increasing the number of MDFs to more than six does not decreases the number of steps.
By comparing the results of each stage of the collaborative data-foraging mechanism against the data-collection mechanism using MULEs we got the following: 1) The reconnaissance task using MDFs has a better performance than data-collection with MULEs. In the reconnaissance task, a greater number of MDFs or data-MULEs reduces the number steps required to visit each region. However, data-MULs require a larger number of steps than the MDFs associated mechanims. 2) During the identification task, a similar number of reached ROIs by both solutions is observable. However, the standard deviation for the required number of steps for the data-MULEs mechanism increases more than the MDFs mechanism when the value of h increases for an OA. 3) For the data harvesting task, an MDF takes advantage of other MDFs' views. During the reconnaissance trip and the release of pheromones, the trails to return to the base station are recorded. The MDFs follow the shortest trails to reach the ROIs while data-MULEs apply a random-walk mobility strategy. Thus, the needed steps to accomplish this task for the MDFs mechanism is lower than the needed for the data-MULEs mechanism.
H. DISCUSSION
In most of the related works, the data are retrieved through a sparse sensors network formed by static sensor nodes and mobile elements (MEs) acting as mechanical carriers of data. In such schemes, the MEs are restricted to carelessly pick up, transport and deliver data from one sensor to a destination. In contrast, in the proposed solution the MDFs besides to only collect data they thoroughly aggregate information about where and when the samples were retrieved, to determine the relevance of the samples. In decision-taking applications such as those deployed in dynamic environments the relevance of the collected data is critical. In this sense, the relevance involves the data timelife (when) within a spatial (where) context.
Other approaches in related works use MEs with sensing capabilities [data-taxis] [surveillance] [patrolling] to find and retrieve relevant information. In works like [patrolling], the relevance of information is obtained from a global observer that knows the location of the MEs. Nevertheless, in several environments is difficult to establish a global reference due to the lack of enduring transmissions links. Works such as [data-taxis] and [surveillance] propose bio-inspired strategies to guide the MEs towards such regions with a greater concentration of relevant information. In these works, however, the relevance of the information is timeless, which means only spatial information (where) is considered.
In applications such as flooding monitoring or forest fire detection, the lifetime sensitivity of the data sources is crucial since they may change or disappear. In the collaborative dataforaging, it is possible to establish a level of relevance for data using spatial and temporal information through the individual samples by MDFs. The samples' relevance degree continuously changes according to the spatial and temporal dynamics of the environment as the reconnaissance, identification and harvesting tasks are performed.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a data-foraging mechanism for Mobile Wireless Sensor Network (MWSN). Using this mechanism, a group of mobile sensors collaboratively cover a specific geographical area identifying and retrieving profitable data sources. The collaboration among mobile sensors is achieved through a novel model of artificial pheromone. By means of the use of pheromones, mobile sensors exchange information without requiring neither enduring transmissions links nor global references to preserve the coherence of the interactions.
Each pheromone was modeled as an abstract data type whose operations intend to establish fuzzy-causal dependencies among exchanged messages. Such dependencies allow arranging messages by establishing a relative time-line that captures information about where and when data were retrieved. This spatio-temporal arrangement is useful for sensing dynamic environments where data sources may change or disappear.
The feasibility and performance of the proposed mechanism were evaluated through simulations. The results showed that an increase on the number of MDFs in the system decreases the averaged number of steps to perform any task of the data foraging problem (reconnaissance, identification of regions of interest, and data harvesting) for any size of the operational area. The evidence demonstrates as well that the employment of more than six MDFs has no significant gain in the reduction of steps required by each task. Moreover, the computational cost of the tasks involved with the collaborative data foraging mechanism is comparable to that tasks involved with the raw data collection performed by the data-MULE mechanism. For each task of data-foraging, the proposed mechanism had better performance than a multiple data-MULE approach. Despite similar results in identification task obtained by both mechanism, the number of steps needs to reach the regions by data-MULE is higher than the required steps by the collaborative data-foraging mechanism.
Finally, we propose the following as future work. In the current mechanism all MDFs perform the same task when they are at an specific stage. We propose to study the effects of MDFs performing tasks related with other stages in order to reduce idles waiting time. In our scheme, MDFs can not communicate directly among themselves during a trip. This constraints MDFs to wait until reaching the base station to exchange the retrieved data. We propose to explore data-foraging mechanisms that incorporate direct communication among MDFs.
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